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I wish everyone a very Happy Holiday season and a healthy and prosperous New Year. 

VoDG Residents, 

Mayor  
Robert T. Barnett

New electric-hybrid vehicle. 

 
MAYOR’S MESSAGE

Further reducing the Village’s impact on the environment, solar panels are used to 
heat the fleet garage, well houses and portions of the Public Works building. In 2014, 
changes to the Zoning Ordinance were made to allow both ground-mounted and 
building-mounted solar panels throughout the community and we are in the process of 
updating setback requirements for building-mounted solar panels, which will make it 
easier to install them on single family homes. 

From our partnership with the Conservation Foundation to expand the use of rain 
barrels, to the use of natural beet juice for roadway ice control, we appreciate the 
importance of environmental stewardship and do our best to reflect the priorities of 
our residents. Each year the importance of reducing waste and reusing materials is 
underscored by the many residents who choose to drop off their unwanted  holiday 
lights at Village Hall or Public Works to be recycled, instead of tossing them in the 
trash. The copper, glass and plastic from these lights are separated and bundled for 
reuse at a reclamation site. Together we diverted over one ton of broken lights from the 
waste stream last year.

Your Village government takes responsibility for our shared environment seriously and recognizes that it’s more than just a cause du jour, 
program of the month or a one year focus. It’s clear from the input I’ve received, that stewardship of our environment is a value shared 
throughout Downers Grove, something for which we should all be proud. We are grateful for the conversations and ideas that help us improve 
and appreciate the regular encouragement to be bold. 

As we celebrate the holidays and prepare to close out the year, let’s take time to reflect and consider that for which we are thankful,  
rededicate ourselves to living with gratitude and commit ourselves to making choices that improve our shared world.

My Council colleagues and I have gotten quite a bit of input recently regarding the environment and the 
Village’s commitment to actions that positively affect the world we live in. We take the subject seriously  
and carefully reflect on the environmental impact of all the decisions we make. 

Clean energy, and in particular, renewable energy, is a necessary component of good environmental 
stewardship. For more than a decade Downers Grove has focused on alternative and renewable energy sources 
for our substantial fleet of vehicles. Sixty-one percent of the fleet utilizes some form of alternative fuel,  

which is estimated to reduce our gasoline consumption by over 
48,000 gallons per year. We own and operate a regional CNG station 
and have been awarded a national Top 50 Green Fleet award for 
seven years running.

This year, two new electric hybrid vehicles were added to the fleet, 
along with charging stations. These vehicles are used by the Police 
Department and get a remarkable 75 miles per gallon. Six more 
electric hybrid vehicles are scheduled for purchase in 2020, further 

reducing fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. And we’re proud to 
announce your Village has just received the Chicago Area Clean Cities Coalition’s 2019 Leadership Award, 
which is given annually to organizations that reduce petroleum consumption and improve 
air quality. 
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Green Leadership Award Winner
The Chicago Area Clean Cities Coalition (CACC) named the Village of Downers Grove as one of its 2019 Leadership Award winners.  
The awards are given annually to organizations that take actions to reduce petroleum consumption and improve air quality locally. The 
CACC is one of nearly 100 coalitions across the country affiliated with the U.S. Department of Energy’s Clean Cities program.“The 

individuals and organizations we are honoring are terrific examples for others to follow to learn about the 
advantages of clean-vehicle and alternative-fuel technologies,” said Samantha Bingham, coordinator of 
Chicago Area Clean Cities. 

Of the Village’s fleet of equipment and vehicles, 61% run on some form of alternative fuel. These 
alternatives include biodiesel (B20), compressed natural gas (CNG), propane, solar power, and hybrid 
combinations. In 2019, the Village began using its first plug-in, electric-hybrid vehicles, currently in use by 
the Police Department's Community Service Officers. These vehicles are averaging over 75-miles-per-gallon, 
compared to the 14 miles-per-gallon of the Ford Crown Victoria’s they replaced.  
 
Using alternative fuels reduces the environmental impact of fleet operations and is more cost-effective than 
traditional petroleum-based products.

On Tuesday, November 5, the Village Council adopted the Long-Range Plan 2019-2021 (LRP). The LRP process is designed to identify and 
address issues affecting the long-term future of the Village. The Plan establishes the Village’s goals and priority actions that guide annual 
budgets, daily operations and service delivery. The Long-Range Planning process is one of many strong management practices that led 
Standard & Poor’s to grant the Village their highest bond rating of AAA.

The Village Council developed the LRP over the course of seven public meetings from August through October, 2019. The LRP consists of: 

• Strategic Goals for 2019 to 2021 and beyond.
• Key trends and issues affecting the long-term future of the Village. 
• Strategies and solutions to address the key trends and issues.
• Priority Action Items to be completed by April 2021. 

 
Priority Action Items

The following Priority Action Items will serve as the work plan from September 2019 to April 2021: 

• Create a Village Facilities Replacement & Sustainability Plan 
• Create a Plan for the Future of the Downtown 
• Develop and Implement a Downtown Parking Plan
• Pedestrian Safety Enhancement Plan Near High Schools
• Create a Stormwater Capital Projects Plan
• Expand the Human Service Ad Hoc Committee Report
• Consider Regulations and Taxes on Recreational Marijuana
• Replace the Enterprise Resource Planning System

 
Upon completion of the Facilities Replacement & Sustainability Plan, the Village Council will re-examine the list of Priority Action Items. 
The Facilities Replacement & Sustainability Plan is expected to be completed by Q1 or Q2 of 2020. Visit downers.us for complete LRP  
work plans. 

Long-Range Plan 2019-2021



Preserving 
History:  
4709 Linscott
The home at 4709 Linscott has been 
designated as a Historic Landmark for 
displaying characteristics of a Folk Victorian 
Home. The Folk Victorian style is a sub-type 
of the Queen Anne style of architecture.

Located on the northwest side of Downers 
Grove on one of the restored historic brick 
streets in the E.H. Prince & Company 
Honorary Historic District, it was constructed 
in 1894 (architect unknown) by Lottie Mae 
MacDougall. The home previously received 
Centennial Home status through the Downers 
Grove Historical Society in 2003. 
 
The Folk Victorian style of simple homes 
was popular between the 1870s to the 1910s. 
Homes of this style are typically orderly 
and symmetrical, and often have brackets 
under the eaves, front gables, and side wings. 
Roofs are often low-pitched and pyramid 
shaped. Porches on these homes may display 
spindlework or flat, jigsaw cut trim. Classic 
Folk Victorian homes do not have towers, 
bay windows, or elaborate moldings. Other 
examples of similar homes are present in the 
Village, especially in E.H Prince’s Subdivision.

The home includes a symmetrical facade 
with a two-story front and gabled roof, a 
second story balcony, and a front porch that 
has been enclosed since initial construction. 
The exterior elevations display the decorative 
vergeboard and fish scale shingles on all 
gables. The original exterior materials such as 
wood and stone have been maintained.

If you are interested in landmarking your 
home, please contact the Community 
Development Department at 630.434.5515. 
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Temporary Ice Skating Rinks
During this winter season, we expect many 
residents will want to enjoy the outdoors, 
whether it is building a snowman, sledding 
at one of our award winning parks or 
maybe you just want to play a little ice 
hockey in your backyard.  

While a permit is not required for a 
temporary ice skating rink, the Village does 
have certain requirements in place if you 
decide to build a temporary ice rink on 
your property. 

Location - Temporary ice rinks are not allowed to be located in the front of your 
property. Per the zoning ordinance, temporary ice rinks are classified as a sports court.  
The rink and any accessory lighting must be setback a minimum of 5 feet in the R-4 
zoning district and 6 feet in all other zoning districts.

Lighting - All outdoor lighting must be directed, shaded, shielded, or otherwise located 
and designed to minimize perceived glare on adjacent properties and streets.

Electrical Connections -  As with holiday lights (which are exempt from permit), 
any electrical connection must be rated for outdoor use and GFCI protected.  

The temporary ice skating rink itself is exempt from a permit. However if a warming 
shelter is provided that is larger than 100sf or 10’ in height a permit may be needed. 
If you have any additional questions, feel free to contact the Community Development 
Department at 630.434.5515.

Not sure what your zoning is?  Visit Interactive Maps on our website,  
choose Parcel Navigator and enter your address to find your zoning. 

The U.S. Census counts every resident in the United 
States, including DuPage County, and takes place 
once every 10 years. The count is mandated by the Constitution and conducted by the 
U.S. Census Bureau, a nonpartisan government agency. The next Census is in 2020.  
 
Census data is used to determine political representation in Congress and to distribute 
billions in federal funds to local communities for services such as roads, bridges, 
healthcare, and other programs.The data you provide to the Census Bureau is highly 
secured, and by law cannot be shared with any other governmental or private agency. 
You can complete the Census questionnaire during the Spring 2020 by going online, 
calling over the phone, or by completing the paper questionnaire which will be mailed to 
your home if you don’t respond by mid-April. The Census is fewer than 10 questions,  
will take less than 10 minutes to complete and will shape your future for 10 years!

In May, DuPage County created a Complete Count Committee to work with 
representatives of the federal Census Bureau and local communities on informing 
residents about the importance of an accurate 2020 census count.  
 
For more details visit Dupageco.org and 2020census.gov. 

Census 2020
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Criminals look for easy opportunity when deciding to commit a crime. It’s important not to give them the chance 
to spoil your holiday celebration. Be street smart when it comes to your personal safety and property. 
Shopping Safety

• Avoid carrying large amounts of cash. Use a single credit card or checks whenever possible.
• If you carry a purse, keep it close to your body, zipped, and in front of you. 
• Walk with confidence. A criminal will target someone who looks distracted, especially if they are on their 

cell phone.
• Try not to carry numerous large packages. You will not be able to easily keep track of your  

purse or wallet.
• Park your car in a well-lit parking lot and walk to the car with your keys in hand.
• Don’t leave valuables in plain sight. Don’t allow criminals to view valuables or packages inside your car when it is parked in your 

driveway or in public parking lots. Place valuables in the trunk or take them with you. Items stolen from cars have included cell phones, 
laptops, purses, and wallets. While thieves prefer the easy target of an unlocked vehicle, they will not hesitate to break a window to gain 
access to valuables inside. The Police Department urges you to lock your vehicle at all times and put valuables in the trunk.  

Con Games
• Use caution when approached to donate to holiday charities. Research the charity before you give them your hard-earned money. 
• Be suspicious of charities that take “cash only” donations.
• Use caution when giving your credit card number over the phone.

Safety at Home
• Always lock your home anytime you leave and keep the blinds closed so that no one can look in and see expensive electronics or gifts.
• Lock your vehicle, even when it is in your driveway, and remove all valuables.

The men and women of the Downers Grove Police Department wish you a wonderful and safe holiday season. Join us in keeping our 
community safe.

Don’t Let a Grinch Steal Your Holiday

Turkey  Fryers
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) advises that turkey fryers that use cooking oil, as currently designed, are not suitable for  
safe use, even by a well-informed and careful consumer. These turkey fryers use a substantial quantity of cooking oil at high temperatures  
and units currently available for home use pose a significant danger that hot oil will be released at some point during the cooking process. 
In addition, the burners that heat the oil can ignite spilled oil. 

The use of turkey fryers by consumers has led to devastating burns, other injuries, and the destruction of property. NFPA urges those who 
prefer fried turkey to seek out professional establishments, such as grocery stores, specialty food retailers, and restaurants, for the preparation 
of the dish, or consider a new type of “oil-less” turkey fryer. Watch the video Dangers of Turkey Fryers on YouTube:  
https://youtu.be/kjUynq0HXdQ. 
 
In the past year, the Downers Grove Fire Department has responded to residential calls where the actions of the family made the difference in 
their survival. Remember these key reactions in times of fire:

• First, make sure all smoke alarms are working.
• Install smoke alarms on every level of your home, and in each sleeping area.
• Get low under the smoke.
• Close as many doors as possible on the way out!
• Have emergency contact and insurance information accessible or in another location as a back-up. 

Residents will need access to this information immediately following a fire.
• Never go back in the structure for anything. Firefighters will assist with locating your belongings.
• Wait for the fire department in the front of the house. Their first concern is that everyone makes it out safely. 
• Have a family meeting place and practice your family escape plan at least once a year.
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Keep the Wreaths Red
Wreaths with red bulbs will be displayed at each of the Village’s fire 
stations through January 1. 

If a holiday-related fire occurs during this time, one of the red lights 
in each station’s wreath will be changed to white.

The Downers Grove Fire Department asks that residents do their part 
to practice fire safety during the holiday months with the following 
tips:

Around the Home
• Make sure you have a working smoke and carbon monoxide 

alarm on each level of the home, especially outside the  
sleeping areas.

• Electrical cords should not be run under rugs or past doorways.

• Use power strips in place of extension cords.

• Never leave candles unattended. If you are having a party, 
candles should only be lit in the attended rooms. 

•  Fireplaces should be cleaned annually, if used on a regular 
basis. Do not burn 
any foreign objects in 
fireplaces. A fireplace 
screen should always 
be in use.

Trees and Lights
•  Do not allow trees to 

block any exit paths in 
the home.

•  Live trees should be kept at least three feet from any heat 
source.

•  Check the water level daily on live trees. All live trees and 
boughs should be disposed of immediately after the holiday, 
before they dry out.

• No more than three strings of lights should be connected 
together for use on trees.

•  Make sure outdoor decorations and lights are approved for 
outdoor use.

To Salt or Not to Salt? 
Winter is upon us and that means cold weather, snow and ice. When treating ice, please keep in mind that salt eventually ends up in our 
waterways as a pollutant, adversely affecting plants, animals and fish. Here are some facts to consider:  

• Sodium Chloride (table or rock salt) lowers the freezing point of water, forcing ice to melt. It is inexpensive and effective  
in temperatures to around 15 degrees Fahrenheit. It is also highly corrosive and will damage metals and concrete with  
repeated exposure.  

• Calcium Chloride generates heat while melting ice, making it effective down to minus 25 degrees Fahrenheit. It works faster, but is 
more expensive than sodium chloride. 

•  Chemicals claiming to be environmentally, pet, and family friendly include Magnesium Chloride, Calcium Magnesium Acetate 
(CMA), Potassium Chloride, Potassium Acetate, and beet juice. Some of these act as a salt substitute while others amplify salt’s 
effect, reducing the amount of salt needed to do the job. These products also tend to be the most expensive options.

• While sand does not melt ice, it can provide traction for vehicles and pedestrians. 

Tips for Application 

•   Apply a thin layer of de-icer just before a storm. This keeps ice and snow from bonding to surfaces, allowing it to be scraped off, 
   shoveled, or plowed more easily. This method is used on the streets in the Village and has helped to reduce   the amount of salt used. 

•   Whatever de-icer you choose, use as little as possible.

For more information, visit the Love Blue, Live Green page on YouTube and look for the video 
Snow & Ice Removal Practices for Residents.
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SNIPPETS
PLUGGIE’S PALS 

Our fire hydrants could be buried by snow this winter! Firefighters need immediate access to the hydrants to be able 
to get plenty of water on a fire quickly. It takes firefighters extra minutes to shovel the hydrants out of the snow and 
chip ice away from the ports. During this time the fire continues to grow at a very significant rate. Your child can help 
you and the firefighters by taking care of the hydrant near your home. Scout troops can handle an entire block or the 
hydrant in front of their school.  
 
Sign up for the Pluggie’s Pals Program by visiting the Village website at downers.us. Use the search term  
“pluggie’s pals.” Questions about the program can be directed to Gina Barr at gbarr@downers.us.

HOLIDAY GARBAGE COLLECTION
Wednesday, December 25, 2019 and Wednesday, January 1, 2020, are holidays for Republic Services. If your garbage day is Wednesday, 
Thursday or Friday, pickup will be one day later during these weeks.

HOLIDAY CLOSINGS
Most Village offices will be closed on December 24 and 25, 2019, and on January 1, 2020.

COAT DRIVE 
Through January 10, 2020, the Village will be collecting GENTLY USED coats and winter accessories for all ages. Drop boxes are located in 
the lobbies of Village Hall, 801 Burlington Avenue, the Police Station, 825 Burlington Avenue, and Public Works, 5101 Walnut Avenue. 

LIVE CHRISTMAS TREE COLLECTION
Free collection of live Christmas trees, only, will be offered by Republic Services January 6 - 17, 2020. Trees must be free of tinsel, ornaments 
and hooks and should not be placed in bags. Wreaths are not included in this pickup. 

HOLIDAY LIGHT RECYCLING
Recycle unwanted or broken holiday lights instead of throwing them away. Residents may drop off lights at Public Works, 5101 Walnut Avenue 
or Village Hall, 801 Burlington Avenue, during business hours through February 14, 2020.

MAKE A DATE ON THE VILLAGE CALENDAR
The Village is accepting event information from DuPage County non-profit organizations to be posted on the Events Calendar on the Village 
website. Questions and event information may be forwarded to events@downers.us. 


